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FY 2010 Macroeconomic Assumptions 

“FY 2010 Macroeconomic Assumptions,” prepared based on assumptions on the global 
economy listed below and on the concept of “Directions of the fiscal 2010 budget” outlined 
in “Basic Policies 2009 for Economic and Fiscal Reform,” indicate mechanical estimation 
intended for discussing the macro economy for fiscal 2010 to contribute to discussion at the 
CEFP on FY2010 budget formation1. As this assumption involves various uncertainties, this 
tentative estimation should be recognized as being subject to considerable upside and 
downside risks.  

FY2010 (Changes from the previous fiscal year）  

1. Real GDP growth rate : around 0.6% 

     Private consumption expenditure: around 0.3% 

     Private residential investment: around 2.1% 

     Private non-residential investment: around 1.9% 

     Contribution of external demand:  0.5% 

2. Nominal GDP: around -0.3% 

3. Unemployment rate: around 5.4% 

4. Consumer price  

     Domestic corporate goods price: around -0.9% 

     Consumer price; around -0.7% 

     GDP deflator: around -0.9% 

 (Remarks)  

1. The real growth rate of world GDP (excluding Japan) has been calculated based on economic 

forecasts of international organizations and other institutions.  
                                                  
1 (Notes) “FY 2010 Macroeconomic Assumptions” are based on the assumptions shown below. 

(For FY2010) 
Real growth rate of world GDP (excluding Japan): 2.1 % 

Exchange rate (yen/dollar): 96.1 yen/dollar 
Crude oil import price (dollar/barrel): 62.4 dollar/barrel 



2. The exchange rate is assumed to stay constant at 96.1 yen/dollar (monthly average from May 11 

through June 10, 2009) on and after June 11, 2009.  

3. The crude oil import price is assumed to stay constant at 62.4 dollar/barrel (value including the 

monthly average spot price of Dubai for the period from May 11 through June 10, 2009 and 

freight and insurance) in August 2009 onward. 

 
The characteristics of this “FY 2010 Macroeconomic Assumptions” differ from those of “the 
Government’s official “Economic Outlook” and of “Forecast of Economic Situation.” The 
Economic Outlook for FY2010 will be announced in the “FY2010 Economic Outlook and Basic 
Stance for Economic and Fiscal Management” to be formulated and approved by the cabinet at 
the end of this year based on policy responses for the next fiscal year as well as future economic 
conditions. 


